As evident from deep learning, very large models bring improvements in training dynamics and representation power. Yet, smaller models have benefits of energy efficiency and interpretability. To get the benefits from both ends of the spectrum we often encourage sparsity in the model. Unfortunately, most existing approaches do not have a controllable way to request a desired value of sparsity in an interpretable parameter. In this paper, we design a new sparse projection method for a set of vectors in order to achieve a desired average level of sparsity which is measured using the ratio of the 1 and 2 norms. Most existing methods project each vector individuality trying to achieve a target sparsity, hence the user has to choose a sparsity level for each vector (e.g., impose that all vectors have the same sparsity). Instead, we project all vectors together to achieve an average target sparsity, where the sparsity levels of the vectors is automatically tuned. We also propose a generalization of this projection using a new notion of weighted sparsity measured using the ratio of a weighted 1 and the 2 norms. These projections can be used in particular to sparsify the columns of a matrix, which we use to compute sparse nonnegative matrix factorization and to learn sparse deep networks.
Introduction
Sparsity is a crucial property in signal processing and data analysis, exemplified by breakthroughs in compressed sensing [8, 4] , low-rank matrix approximations [7] and sparse dictionary learning [28, 27] . In this paper, we design a new sparse projection method for a set of feature vectors {x i ∈ R n i } r i=1 to achieve a desired average sparsity level that is measured using the 1 / 2 ratios ||x i || 1 ||x i || 2 (see below for a precise definition). This projection is inspired from the work of [28, 27] in which authors project each feature vector x i independently, and use it for sparse dictionary learning. The key difference with our projection is that the feature vectors achieve an average target sparsity level. Therefore, our approach has three main advantages: (1) only one sparsity parameter has to be chosen, (2) the sparsity levels of the feature vectors are automatically tuned to achieve the desired average sparsity hence allowing different feature vectors to have different sparsity levels, and (3) our projection has more degrees of freedom hence will generate sparse feature vectors that are closer to the original ones. This projection can be used in many settings; for example, in sparse matrix factorization and dictionary learning where an input data matrix Y ∈ R m×n is approximated by a low-rank matrixỸ = XH where X ∈ R m×r and H ∈ R r×n . In practice, it is particularly useful to have X and/or H sparse to improve interpretability of the decomposition; see, e.g., [7] . It is therefore useful to design projections onto the set of sparse matrices which can be used for example in an optimization algorithm. We will use our projection to compute sparse nonnegative matrix factorizations (NMF). Such projections can also be used for dictionary learning as shown in [28] .
Empirically observed surprisingly good generalization of large models is finally getting some explanation [3] . However, smaller models have the benefits of easier interpretability and manageable size for embedding into low power devices. Among the approaches to building smaller models are inductive bias [1] and post-hoc model pruning [22] . The former has been a powerful paradigm for building performant and successful models [6, 1] . Yet, we argue that model pruning is a data driven approach minimizing human labor and as such can be more flexible. Various approaches to model pruning are under active development [30, 9, 25, 10, 13, 24] but a model training followed by parameter reduction still is the most popular approach. We argue that a more controllable way to enforce sparsity is to impose it while training a model and use an interpretable sparsity constraint for that [17] . In deep networks, to obtain sparse layers, the coefficients of each layer can be projected onto a sparse set. Consider a fully connected dense layer and we would like to replace it with a sparse layer satisfying certain structural sparsity constraints, we could utilize our projection to train such a network. For instance, sparse low-rank layers were learnt to train small deep networks for deployment on edge devices [21] .
Main contributions of the paper are as follows:
• In Section 2, we define the grouped sparse projection (GSP), and derive several equivalent reformulations.
• In Section 3, we provide an efficient algorithm to compute this projection, based on the Newton's method.
• In Section 4, we introduce the notion of weighted sparsity, a generalization of sparsity, and derive an algorithm similar to that of Section 3 to perform weighted grouped sparse projection (WGSP). • In Section 5, we apply these new projections on several problems: sparse NMF and deep networks.
Notation We denote R n the set of n-dimensional vectors in R, R n + = R n ∩ {x | x ≥ 0} where x ≥ 0 means that the vector x is component-wise nonnegative, and R n 0,+ = R n + \{0} where 0 is the vector of zeros of appropriate dimension. For x ∈ R n , we denote sign(x) the vector of signs of the entries of x, |x| the component-wise absolute value of the vector x, [x] + = max(0, x) the nonnegative part of x, x(j) the jth entry of x, ||x|| 1 = n i=1 |x(j)| the 1 norm of x, and ||x|| 2 = n i=1 x(j) 2 the 2 norm of x. We also denote • the component-wise product between two vectors, that is, z = x • y ⇐⇒ z i = x i y i ∀i, and e the vector of all ones of appropriate dimension.
Grouped Sparse Projection (GSP)
In this section, we formulate the grouped sparse projection problem and derive several equivalent reformulations.
Problem definition
Given a vector x ∈ R n , a meaningful way to measure its sparsity is to consider the following measure [16] : For x = 0, we define the sparsity of x as
1)
We have that sp(x) = 0 ⇐⇒ ||x|| 2 = ||x|| 1 ⇐⇒ x(i) = c for all i and for some constant c, while sp(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ ||x|| 0 = 1, where ||x|| 0 counts the number of nonzero entries of x. The advantages of sp(x) compared to ||x|| 0 is that sp(x) is smooth. For example, with this measure, the vector [1, 10 −6 , 10 −6 ] is sparser than [1, 1, 0] , which makes sense numerically as [1, 10 −6 , 10 −6 ] is very close to the 1-sparse vector [1, 0, 0]. Also, sp(x) is invariant to scaling (that is, sp(x) = sp(αx) for any α = 0). Note that for any two vectors w and z, sp(w) ≤ sp(z) ⇐⇒ ||w|| 1 ||w|| 2 ≥ ||z|| 1 ||z|| 2 . Note also that sp(x) is not defined at 0 nor for n = 1. A property that will be useful later is its nonincreasingness under the so-called soft thresholding operator: Given a vector x and a parameter λ ≥ 0, it is defined as
We have the following result (see Lemma 2 for a proof of a more general result):
Lemma 1 (Lemma 3, [28] ). Let x ∈ R n 0 , and letλ be the second largest entry of the vector |x|. For λ ≤λ, sp (st(x, λ)) is strictly decreasing.
Note that for λ between the largest and second largest entry of |x|, st(x, λ) is 1-sparse with sp (st(x, λ)) = 1, hence sp (st(x, λ)) is constant. Interestingly, for x = c e for some constant c, it is not possible to sparsify x (because we cannot differentiate between its entries) and st(x, λ) is constant for all λ < c. We refer the reader to [28, 17] for a more detailed discussion on the sparsity measure (2.1).
Formulation of grouped sparse projection Let us first present the sparse projection problem for a single vector x, along with a reformulation that will be particularly useful to project to a set of vectors. Given x ∈ R n 0 and a sparsity level s ∈ [0, 1], the sparse projection problem can formulated as follows miñ x∈R n ||x −x|| 2 such that sp (x) ≥ s.
(2.2)
We note that the objective function can be rewritten as
Let us introduce the auxiliary variables α = ||x|| 2 ≥ 0, and let us use the change of variablesx = αx with ||x|| 2 = 1. Note that sp(x) = sp(x) since sp(.) is invariant to scaling. Hence, α does not appear in the sparsity constraints. Moreover, α can be optimized easily. We have α * = argmin α≥0 ||x − αx|| 2 = max(0,x T x),
We notice that the sign of the entries ofx can be chosen freely since the constraints are not influenced by flipping the sign of entries ofx. This implies that, at optimality,
• α * > 0 since x = 0 andx = 0, and • the entries ofx will have the same sign as the entries of x.
Therefore, (2.2) can be reformulated as
T |x| such that ||x|| 2 = 1,x ≥ 0 and sp (x) ≥ s.
In fact, the optimal solution of (2.2) is given byx * = (|x| Tx * ) sign(x) •x * wherex * is an optimal solution of (2.3).
Given a set of non-zero vectors {x i ∈ R n i 0 } r i=1 , the main goal of this paper is to find a set of non-zero vectors {x i ∈ R n i 0 } r i=1 as close to {x i ∈ R n i 0 } r i=1 as possible and that has an average target sparsity larger than a given s ∈ [0, 1]. Mathematically, we define this grouped sparse projection problem as follows:
The main reason for this choice is that it makes (GSP) much faster to solve. In fact, as for (2.2) in [28] , we will be able to reduce this problem to the root finding problem of a nonincreasing function in one variable. In particular, using the objective function minx
would not allow such an effective optimization scheme.
Let us discuss how this formulation compares with two typical approaches to sparsify a set of vectors:
• The most popular method is arguably to use 1 penalty terms, solving
for which the solution is given by the soft tresholding operator,
This is widely used in algorithms for compressed sensing and for solving inverse problems (in particular, to find sparse solutions to an underdetermined linear system); see, e.g., [2] . The use of 1 penalty to obtain sparse factors in low-rank matrix approximations is also arguably the most popular approach; see, e.g., [19, 18] .
The two main drawbacks of this approach are that (1) the parameters λ i needs to be tuned to obtain a desired sparsity level, and (2) it introduces a bias in the solution sincex * i could be rescaled to match x i better while having the same sparsity. As we will see, our projection will resolve these two drawbacks.
• Using the method from [28] that projects a vector onto a vector with a desired level of sparsity, that is, solves (2.2), we could either project each vector x i independently but then we would have to choose a priori the sparsity level of each projectionx i . We could also project the single vector [x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ;
x r ] ∈ R r i=1 n i , stacking the x i 's on top of one another. However, some vectorsx i could be projected onto zero, which is not desirable in some applications; for example, in the low-rank matrix approximation problems described in the Introduction, this would make the matrix whose columns are the x i 's rank deficient.
Algorithm for Grouped Sparse Projection
Let us reformulate (GSP) focusing on the sparsity constraint: we have
We used ||x i || 1 = e Tx i sincex i ≥ 0. Note that the maximum of (3.1) is attained since the objective function is continuous and the feasible set is compact (extreme value theorem).
Let us introduce the Lagrange variable µ ≥ 0 associated with the constraint r i=1 β i e Tx i ≤ k s . The Lagrange dual function with respect to µ is given by
The dual problem is given by max µ≥0 (µ). The optimization problem to be solved to compute (µ) is separable in variables x i 's, hence can be solved individually for each x i . Let us denotex i (µ) the optimal solution of (3.2): For each i, there are two possible cases, depending on the value of µ:
This formula can be derived from the first-order optimality conditions. Note that this formula is similar to that in [28] . The difference is that the x i 's share the same Lagrange variable µ.
2. |x i | − µβ i e ≤ 0: the optimalx i (µ) is given by the 1-sparse vector whose nonzero entry corresponds to the largest entry of |x i | − µβ i e, that is, of |x i |. Note that if the largest entry of |x i | is attained for several indices, then the optimal 1-sparse solutionx i * is not unique.
Note also that this case coincides with the case above for µ in the interval between the largest and second largest entry of x i .
It is interesting to observe that for µ = 0, we havex
then it is optimal since the error of GSP is zero: this happens when x i is already sparse enough and does not need to be projected. Otherwise, the constraint r i=1 β i e Tx i ≤ k s will be active at optimality (it can be checked that otherwisex i can locally be made closer to |x i |, aligningx i in the direction |x i |).
Finally, unless the solution for µ = 0 is feasible (which can be checked easily), we need to find the value of µ such that
that is, find a root of g(µ). Let us denoteμ the smallest value of µ such thatx i (µ) are all 1-sparse so that for all µ ≥μ we have
The valueμ is given by the second largest entry among the vectors |x i |/β i 's. In fact, if µ is larger than the second largest entry of |x i |, thenx i (µ) is 1-sparse (see above). If the largest and second largest entry of a vector |x i | are equal, then g(µ) is discontinuous. This is an unavoidable issue when one wants to make a vector sparse:
if the largest entries are equal to one another, one has to decide which one will be set to zero. For example, the vectors [1, 0] and [0, 1] are equally good 1-sparse vectors to approximate [1, 1] .
For 0 ≤ µ ≤μ, the function g(µ) is strictly decreasing because the soft tresholding operator increases the sparsity function sp(.) (Lemma 1); see also Lemma 2 below for a proof in a more general case. This implies that if g(µ) is not discontinuous around g(µ) = 0, it has a single root, which we denote µ * .
A possible way to find this root of g(µ) is to use bisection. However, this can be relatively slow with linear convergence rate. Although g(µ) is not differentiable everywhere (it is not at the points where an entry ofx i (µ) becomes zero) and can be discontinuous, we observe that using Newton's method, with initial point µ = 0 performs very well (see below for some numerical experiments). Newton's method was also successfully used in [28] . The reason to choose µ = 0 as the initial point is because g(µ) decreases initially fast (all entries ofx i corresponding to a nonzero entry of x i are decreasing) while it tends to saturate for large µ (see below for an example). In particular, we cannot initialize µ at values larger thanμ since g(µ) is constant (g (µ) = 0) for all µ ≥μ.
Because g is not differentiable everywhere, we have added a safety procedure using the bisection method (which is guaranteed to converge linearly with rate 1/2) when Newton's method goes outside of the current feasible interval [µ,μ] containing the solution µ * and which is updated at each step. Moreover, because of discontinuity, Newton's method could stagnate locally and not converge (although in practice, we have not observed this behavior). For this reason, we have also added a safety procedure that guarantees the algorithm to converge linearly: if the feasible interval [µ,μ] has not decreased by at least a factor of 1/2 ≤ r l < 1, then bisection is used.
We have also added a procedure to detect discontinuity in which case the algorithm returns µ such that
where is a desired accuracy (see below for an example). Note that the discontinuous points can be precomputed and corresponds to the largest entries of the x i 's when they are not uniquely attained. We will denote D the set of discontinous points of g(µ).
Algorithm 1 summarizes our algorithm. Note that the accuracy does not need to be high in practice, say 0.001, since there will not be a significant difference between a vector of sparsity s and sparsity s ± 0.001.
Computational cost
The main computational cost of Algorithm 1 is to compute g(µ) and g (µ) at each iteration, which requires O(N ) operations where N = r i=1 n i . Most of the computational cost resides in computing thex i (µ)'s and some inner products. The computational cost per iteration is therefore linear in the size of the data. In practice, we observed that Netwon's method converge very fast and does not require much iterations. Let us take n i = 1000 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , 100 and generate each entry of the x i 's using the normal distribution N (0, 1). For each sparsity level, we generate 100 such data points and Table 1 reports the average and maximum number of iterations needed by Algorithm 1. In all cases, it requires less than 4 iterations for a target accuracy of = 10 −4 . Table 1 : Average and maximum number of iteration for Algorithm 1 to perform grouped sparse projection of 100 randomly generated vectors of length 1000, with precision = 10 −4 . The column s 0 gives the average and maximum initial sparsity of the 100 randomly generated vectors x i 's. 
, the average sparsity s ∈ [0, 1], the accuracy , the parameter ∆ =μ − µ.
28:
// D contains the set of discontinuous points 29: if ∆ < µ * and |µ * − µ| < µ * for some µ ∈ D then 30: break; 31: We have that the average sparsity of the x i 's is 33.03%. Projecting the x i 's to have an average sparsity of 80% (s = 0.8) with accuracy 10 −4 , we obtain with 12 iterations of Algorithm 1 and with average sparsity 87.36%. The reason for this larger number of iterations and inaccurate sparsity is that g(µ) is not continuous for this level of sparsity; see Figure 1 for an illustration. In practice, this is not likely to happen when r is large because the gap of g(µ) at a discontinuous point is smaller (the influence of a single vector x i is comparatively less important). In fact, the sparsity 90% cannot be achieved (any sparsity s between 87.36% and 93.75%): increasing s to 92.5%, the entry −14 above is replaced by zero to get sparsity 93.75%.
Remark 1 (Projection with relative error). If one changes the objective function of (2.2) to minimize a relative error
the optimal solution can be obtained using the same algorithm but scaling the input vectors x i 's to have their 2 norm equal to one, and rescaling the optimal solution appropriately.
Weighted Sparsity and Weighted Grouped Sparse Projection
Let us introduce the notion of weighted sparsity: For a vector x ∈ R n 0 and given w ∈ R n 0,+ , we define
where ||x|| w = w T |x|. Let us make some observations about this quantity
which implies the fact that sp w (x) ∈ [0, 1] for any x.
• For w = e, we have ||.|| w = ||.|| 1 , ||w|| 2 = √ n and min i w(i) = 1 so that sp(.) = sp e (.).
• sp w (x) = 1 if and only if x is 1-sparse and its non-zero entry corresponds to (one of) the smallest entry of w. Therefore, a vector x can be 1-sparse but have a low weighted sparsity sp w (x) if the corresponding entry of w is large.
• ||x|| w is a norm if and only if w > 0, which we do not require in this paper but use this notation for simplicity.
This notion of weighted sparsity allows to give more or less importance to the entries of x to measure its sparsity. For example, having w(j) = 0 means that there is no need for x(j) to be sparse (that is, close or equal to zero) as it is not taken into account in sp w (x), while taking w(j) large will enforce x(j) to be (close to) zero if sp w (x) is large (that is, close to one).
Let us define the w-sparse projection problem of the set of vectors
be the nonzero nonnegative weight vectors associated with the x i 's. Given a target average weighted sparsity s w ∈ [0, 1], we want to solve the following weighted GSP problem:
For the sparsity constraint, we have
Denoting k w s = ||w i || 2 ||w i || 2 −min j w i (j) − rs w and β w i = 1 ||w i || 2 −min j w i (j) , (WGSP) can be reformulated as follows
As for (3.1), the maximum of (4.2) is attained. Similarly as for (3.1), we can derive formula forx i depending on the Lagrange variable µ associated with the inequality constraint:
The nonzero entry ofx i (µ) corresponds to the largest entry of |x i | − µβ w i w i . In this case, since the entries of w i might be distinct, this non-zero entry does not necessarily corresponds to the largest entry of |x i | and may change as µ increases. In particular, for µ large enough, the nonzero entry ofx i (µ) will correspond to the smallest entry of w i .
We need r i=1 β w i w T ix i (µ) to be smaller than k w s , that is,
If g w (0) ≤ 0, thenx i (0) = |x i | ||x i || 2 is optimal and the problem is solved (the x i 's have average w-sparsity larger than s w ). Otherwise, the constraint will be active and we need to find a root µ * of g w (µ). Unfortunately, as opposed to GSP, the function g w (µ) is not necessarily strictly decreasing for µ sufficiently small: when |x i | − µβ w i w i ≤ 0 and as µ increases, the w-sparsity of x i may change abruptly as the index of the maximum entry of |x i | − µβ w i w i may change as µ increases. In that case, the term corresponding to x i in g w (µ) is piece-wise constant.
However, when |x i | − µβ w i w i 0 for some i, g w (µ) is strictly decreasing.
, then
• Otherwisex(γ) is a 1-sparse vector, with its nonzero entry equal to one and at position j ∈ argmax j x(j)− µw(j).
For 0 ≤ γ <γ, f x (γ) is strictly decreasing, unless x is a multiple of w in which case it is constant. For γ ≥γ, f x (γ) is nonincreasing and piece-wise constant.
Proof. The case γ ≥γ is straightforward since f x (γ) = w j for j ∈ argmax j (x(j) − γw(j)): as γ increases, the selected w j can only decrease since w ≥ 0.
Let us now consider the case 0 ≤ γ <γ. Clearly, f x (γ) is continuous since it is a linear function ofx(µ) which is continuous, and it is differentiable everywhere except for γ = x(j) w(j) for some j. Therefore, it suffices to show that f (γ) is negative for all γ = x(j) w (j) . Note that f (γ) is strictly decreasing if and only if c 1 f (γc 2 ) is strictly decreasing for any constants c 1 , c 2 > 0. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) that ||w|| 2 = 1 (replacing w by w/||w|| 2 ). We may also assume w.l.o.g. that x > γw otherwise we restrict the problem to x(J) where J(γ) = {j|x(j) − γw(j) > 0} since f depends only on the indices in J in the case γ <γ. Under these assumptions, we have
It remains to show that ||x − γw|| 2 2 
and
which gives the result since |w T x| < ||w|| 2 ||x|| 2 = ||x|| 2 for x not a multiple of w.
Therefore, as opposed to g(µ), g w (µ) could have an infinite number of roots µ * . However, the correspondingx i (µ * ) is unique so that non-uniqueness of µ * is irrelevant. Moreover, this situation is rather unlikely to happen in practice since it requires |x i | − µβ w i w i ≤ 0 for all i at the root of g w (µ) hence it requires s w to be close to one (that is, k w s to be large). Similarly as for g, g w will be discontinuous at the points where max j x(j) β i w i (j) is not uniquely attained: as µ increases, the two (or more) last non-zero entries ofx i (µ) become zero simultaneously.
Finally, to solve WGSP, we can essentially use the same algorithm as for GSP, that is, we can easily adapt Algorithm 1 to find a root of g w (µ).
Example 2. Let us consider the case when the x i 's represent a set of basis vectors for (vectorized) facial images. In this case, one may want these basis vectors to be sparser on the edges since edges are less likely to contain facial features; see, e.g., [15, Chapter 6] . Let us illustrate this on the ORL face data set (400 facial images, each 112 by 92 pixels). Each column of the input data matrix Y represents a vectorized facial image, and is approximated by the product of XH where X and H are nonnegative. Each column of X is a basis elements for the facial images. We first apply sparse NMF with average sparsity of 60% for the columns of basis matrix X (see Section 5 for more details on our sparse NMF implementation using Algorithm 1). The basis elements are displayed on the left of Figure 2 .
Given a basis image 112 by 92 pixels, we define the weight of the pixel at position (i, j) as e ||(i,j)−(56.5,46.5)|| 2 /σ with σ = 5 as in [15, Chapter 6] . The further away from the middle of the image, the more weights we assign to the pixel so that the basis images are expected to be sparser on the edges. According to these weights, the average weighted sparsity of the sparse NMF solution is 89% (in fact, we notice that most basis images are already relatively sparse on the edges). Then, we run weighted sparse NMF (WSNMF) with average weighted sparsity 95%. The basis elements are displayed on the right of Figure 2 . We observe that, as expected, the edges are in average even sparser than for the unweighted case (note that the only WSNMF basis element that is not sparse on the edges-the third one-has darker pixels in the middle of the image to compensate for the relatively pixels on the edges). This is confirmed by Figure 3 which displays the average of the columns of the squared error for both solutions, that is, it displays the average of the columns of the squared residual (Y − XH) 2 ij . The residual of WSNMF is brighter on the middle of the image (since the basis elements are less constrained to be sparse in this area) and darker at the corners. In fact, most of the error of WSNMF is concentrated in the four corners.
Observe also that the basis elements of WSNMF are denser: in fact, the (unweighted) sparsity of WSNMF is only 50%. The relative errors, that is, ||Y −XH|| F ||Y || F , for both approaches are similar, 20.34% for sparse NMF and 20.77% for WSNMF. 
Applications
In this section, we describe two applications of our sparse projections: sparse NMF and deep networks.
Sparse NMF
Given a nonnegative matrix Y ∈ R m×n and a factorization rank r, NMF aims to compute a nonnegative matrix X ∈ R m×r and a nonnegative matrix H ∈ R r×n so that Y ≈ XH. In this paper, we consider the most widely used variant of NMF that uses the Frobenius norm to evaluate the quality of a solution, although our projection can be used for any other quality measure. The problem can be stated as follows min X∈R m×r ,H∈R r×n ||Y − XH|| 2 F such that X ≥ 0 and H ≥ 0.
Many algorithms have been proposed to tackle this problem. Most of them use an alternating strategy optimizing X for H fixed and then H for X fixed, since the corresponding subproblems are convex (namely, nonnegative least squares). We will consider two state-of-the-art techniques to attack these subproblems:
• Block coordinate descent method that optimize alternatively the columns of W (resp. rows of H) for which there is a simple closed-form solution [5] . The latest variant of this method is referred to as accelerated hierarchical alternating least squares (A-HALS) [12] , and outperforms many existing algorithms such as the multiplicative updates [23] and active-set based methods [20] .
• Fast gradient method (FGM) based on Nesterov acceleration scheme for smooth convex optimization [26] . The corresponding method is refereed to as NeNMF (for Nesterov NMF) [14] .
For standard NMF (5.1), A-HALS performs in general better than NeNMF (see below). However, NeNMF has the advantage to be more flexible, especially to incorporate a projection onto another feasible set than the nonnegative orthant. For sparse NMF, we require X to be sparse. The update of H can be kept the same and we use A-HALS since it performs very well. For the update of X, we simply adapt NeNMF replacing the projection onto the nonnegative orthant, that is, max(0, X), with our projection (see Algorithm 3). Note however that our feasible set is not convex, hence FGM is not guaranteed to converge. However, the first step is guaranteed to decrease the objective function (this is a standard gradient step), and we will keep the best iterate in memory. The code will be available from https://sites.google.com/site/nicolasgillis/. We will refer to this method as projection-based sparse NMF (PSNMF). We will compare PSNMF with
• the same algorithm where the projection is performed column-wise, as in [28] , so that the columns of W have the same sparsity level. We will refer to this variant as column-wise PSNMF (cPSNMF).
• A-HALS with 1 penalty described in [11] where the 1 penalty parameters for each column of W are automatically tuned to achieve a desired sparsity level. We will refer so this variant as 1 A-HALS.
We will compare the different algorithm in terms of error per iterations. The reason is that all algorithms have almost the same computational complexity per iteration: the main cost resides in computing Y H T (resp. Y X) when updating X (resp. H) which requires O(mnr) operations. PSNMF and cPSNMF are slightly more expensive because of the projection step, although this is not the main computational cost (it is linear in m, r). For these reasons, we believe it is fair and more insightful to compare these five algorithms with respect to the iteration number. In all experiments, we will perform 500 iterations of each algorithm (that is, 500 updates of X and H).
Synthetic data sets
We first perform experiments on synthetic data sets. The main reason for this is that we observed an interesting and, from our point of view, rather unexpected behavior: if PSNMF is given the sparsity of an exact factorization, it converges to an exact solution much faster than A-HALS and NeNMF. In other words, PSNMF is able to use the prior information to its advantage. Although A-HALS and NeNMF are less constrained, they converge slower.
Let us take m = n = 100 and r = 10. We generate each entry of X using the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 and then set the negative entries to zero, so that X will have sparsity around 50%. We generate each entry of H using the normal distribution in the interval [0, 1]. To run PSNMF and cPSNMF, we compute the average sparsity of the columns of the true X and use it as an input.
We generate 50 such matrices, and use the same initial matrices for all algorithms, which were generated using the uniform distribution for each entry. Figure 4 reports the evolution of the average of the relative error obtained by the different algorithms among the 50 randomly generated matrices.
As announced above, PSNMF performs better than A-HALS which performs better than NeNMF. PSNMF is able to reduce the error much faster towards zero (although it has a higher initial error as it is more constrained). It is interesting to observe that PSNMF does not decrease the objective function monotonically, as explained above. Because cPSNMF is more constrained, it is not able to perform as well as PSNMF. Because 1 A-HALS produces a biased solution (see above), it is also not able to compete with A-HALS.
Image data set
Let us consider a widely used data set in the NMF literature, the CBCL facial images. It consists of 2429 images 19 × 19 pixels, and was used in [23] with r = 49. We will run the sparse NMF techniques with sparsity 85% -note that the sparsity of the solution obtained by NeNMF and A-HALS is around 70%, hence it is expected that sparse NMF leads to higher approximation errors but will increase the sparsity by 15%. Using 10 random initializations, Figure 5 reports the evolution of the average relative error, and Figure 6 displays the basis elements obtained by different methods. We observe that spare NMF variants are able to achieve sparser solutions (about 15% sparser) while increasing on average the relative error by less than 2%. Moreover, as expected, PSNMF performs better than cPSNMF. Since the basis vectors naturally have similar sparsity levels, PSNMF and cPSNMF perform similarly (although PSNMF has slightly lower error and allows basis vectors to have different sparisty levels), which we observe here. They both perform similarly as a state-of-the-art sparse NMF method base on 1 norm penalty terms.
Summary We observed that PSNMF performs well, competing with state-of-the-art approaches on image data sets, and outperforming them on synthetic data sets.
Deep learning
We apply our sparse formulations on an autoencoder. For this experiment, we projected the first hidden layer in a deep autoencoder with the Grouped Sparse Projection. Our autoencoder model comprised of the typical mirrored encoder-decoder architecture with 4 layers each. The encoder projected from input dimensions of 784 for MNIST images down to 128 followed by dense layers of dimensions 64 and 12 and 3 respectively. The model was trained with the MNIST dataset of 60k examples. At first we trained an autoencoder on the dataset without the grouped sparse projection to visualize the learnt reconstructions and first layer weights. Subsequently, we trained the autoencoder network with sparse projection on the first hidden layer of the autoencoder with the grouped sparse projection. To achieve this, we applied our projection operation after adjusting the weights following the backpropagation of errors. Code for the following experiments is available at https://github.com/riohib/GSP.
Experiments on Autoencoder
In this experiment we used an autoencoder with 128 neurons in the first fully connected (FC) layer of the encoder, 64 neurons in the second FC layer, 12 in the 3rd FC layer and 3 neurons in the final FC layer. The decoder consisted the same layer structure as the encoder but reversed. For the training we used the total 60000 examples of the MNIST training dataset and used the Adam optimizer. The image reconstructed by the autoencoder for a sparsity level of 70% is demonstrated in Figure 12 . The visualization for the first layer of the model weight for the vanilla autoencoder is shown in Figure 11 to contrast with the learnt sparse representation.
Experiments on LeNet 300 100
For this experiment we use the widely used MNIST dataset consisting of grey-scale images of 28 × 28 pixels. For the training phase we utilize the total 60000 training example images, and for testing our trained model, we make use of the total 10000 testing example images. The model accuracy reported in Table 2 , was from evaluation in the testing dataset. During the training process, the Adam optimizer was used with the learning rate set to 0.001.
Sparsity Model Accuracy
Vanilla 97.11% s = 0.7 96.88% s = 0.8 95.45% s = 0.9 95.77% s = 0.99 90.08% We trained the standard LeNet-300-100 model and obtained a test accuracy of 97.11 when training occured over 15 epochs and the first layer weights are shown in Figure 8 . For the sparse models, we applied the group sparse projection on the model weights after back-propagation and updating the model weights every 15 iteration and let the model tune itself. The trained layer 1 weight for a predetermined sparsity level of 70% and 90% are demonstrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.
Discussion
We observed that, with the sparse projection operation the model reaches comparable reconstruction error to the ground truth autoencoder, at a pre-determined average sparsity level of 90%, 80% and 70% sparsity for the first hidden layer weights respectively. Visualizing the layer-1 weights also revealed the learnt sparse structures which are distinctly different from those learnt by NMF. Furthermore, applying sparse projection intermittently instead of applying sparsity after every forward and backward propagation cycle resulted in models that are still sparse but are faster to train. Concurrently, another group proposed to use Hoyer-type projections into deep learning architectures but they instead chose to regularize the network with the sparsity measure [29] and it would be interesting to compare the two approaches.
Conclusions
We proposed a novel group sparse formulation for projecting a set of vectors with user-defined values mapped to an intuitive scale in range of zero and one. Efficient projection algorithm was derived and shown to perform on two applications of sparse nonnegative matrix factorization and autoencoder. Backpropagation does not naturally commute with constraints and our approach of sequentially combining gradient steps with projections may not be the most ideal approach. One immediate future direction would be to combine these to lead to faster convergence of the models. Also, another direction of research would be to successfully apply these sparse projections to convolutional and recurrent networks. 
